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Acceleration Feedback via an algebraic state estimation method

Romain Delpoux, Hebertt Sira-Ramı́rez and Thierry Floquet

Abstract— In many mechanical systems, only accelerations
are available for feedback purposes. For example, certain
aerospace, positioning systems and force-position controllers in
robotic systems, use accelerometers as the only sensing device.
This paper presents initial steps towards an algebraic approach
for the state estimation based feedback control problem in
systems where the highest order derivative of the controlled
variable is available. An illustrative case is presented dealing
with the trajectory tracking problem for a second order
position system on which only the acceleration is available
for measurement. Based on an algebraic approach, an on-line
algebraic estimator is developed for the unmeasured position
and velocity variables. The obtained expressions depend solely
on iterated integrals of the measured acceleration output and of
the control input. The approach is robust to noisy measurement
and it has the advantage to provide fast, on-line, non-asymptotic
state estimations in the form of formulae requiring only the
input and the output of the system. Based on these estimations,
a linear feedback control law including estimated position error
integrals is designed illustrating the possibilities of acceleration
feedback via algebraic state estimation.

Index Terms— Algebraic state estimation, acceleration feed-
back, linear time invariant system.

I. INTRODUCTION

This article is concerned with preliminary results on an

algebraic approach to the feedback control of systems where

only the highest order time derivative of the output is

available for feedback purposes. The possibilities of the

algebraic approach are illustrated by considering the position

reference trajectory tracking problem for a sufficiently simple

second order system in which only the acceleration variable

is measured. In many mechanical systems, this corresponds

to the classical acceleration feedback problem. This problem

has practical importance since, in many systems, such as

aerospace systems, only the use of accelerometers as sensing

devices is available.

Acceleration feedback is of common practice in vibration

control schemes, attenuating unbalanced responses, in rotor-

dynamics problems (see Inman [12]). It is also extensively

used in impact related problems in force position control of

robotic systems (see Wu et al. [22]). Acceleration feedback

has also been proposed for the feedback control of plates in

seismically excited buildings (see Jabbari et al. [13])

The algebraic approach to state and parameter estimation

was introduced by M. Fliess and H. Sira-Ramı́rez in [8],
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[9]. This method has already been successfully applied to

parameter estimation [2], [15], [16], [18], [19], to abrupt

change detections and the efficient identification of time

delays [1], [5], [21]. Numerical differentiation of noisy

signals may also benefit from this approach, as demonstrated

in [17], [20].

In this note, the reference trajectory tracking problem is

considered for a second order position system in which only

the acceleration variable is measured for feedback purposes.

Algebraic manipulations are performed in order to on-line

extract relevant position and velocity information for feed-

back purposes. The estimator is non asymptotic in nature,

and it allows the simultaneous estimation of the unmeasured

states of the system, the state initial conditions and the

integral of the position variable. The estimated signals are

readily used to devise a full state feedback law including

integral error compensation. Unlike traditional estimation

methods, the proposed estimator is non-asymptotic in nature.

The estimated signals are obtained, after a very small time

interval, via exact algebraic formulae, allowing finite time

estimates of the variables required for feedback. In the case

treated, these variables are immediately used in conforming

a PID feedback controller for reference position trajectory

tracking tasks. The estimated quantities are expressed as

a function of integrals of the measured output and of the

control input to the system. Although the approach does

not need any statistical knowledge of the measurement and

plant noises, analysis of the stochastic kind may be easily

incorporated In more general cases, differentiation of control

inputs may be necessary. We remark that in those cases

any suitable differentiator could be used for completing

the estimation based feedback control scheme. A classical

approach to signal differentiation is based on least-squares

polynomial fitting, or interpolation (see i.e. [4], [11]) in off-

line applications. Differentiation methods based on observer

design may be found in the control literature (see [10] for a

linear approach). Non-linear methods, such as sliding modes

differentiator [14], have also gained popularity in recent

times. However, all these observer based signal differentia-

tion methods may be highly sensitive to measurement noises.

In the algebraic method here proposed only integration of the

measured outputs are required, thus providing a convenient

low pass filtering action on the available signals.

This article consists of three parts. The first section

presents the problem statement. In the second section, the

algebraic estimator is developed. Finally, the last section

is devoted to the numerical results. The conclusions are

presented at the end of the article.



II. PROBLEM STATEMENT

Consider a second order linear scalar system with dynamic

input/output relationship given by:

ẍ(t) = aẋ(t) + bx(t) + u(t),
y(t) = ẍ(t)

(1)

with x(t) ∈ R, labeled as the position variable, the pa-

rameters a and b are assumed to be known constants and

u(t) ∈ R is the control input. The output y(t) of the system

coincides with the second order time derivative of x(t), i.e.,

it represents the acceleration.

Provided the coefficient b satisfies: b 6= 0, then the system

(1) is algebraically observable (see Diop and Fliess [3]).

Indeed, the state variables of the system: x(t), ẋ(t), can be

uniquely expressed as functions of the input u(t), the output

y(t), and a finite number of time derivatives of these two

variables. One easily obtains,

ẋ(t) = b−1[ẏ(t)− ay(t)− u̇(t)],
x(t) = b−1[−ab−1ẏ(t) + (1 + a2b−1)y(t)

+ab−1u̇(t)− u(t)].
(2)

The system is also trivially flat (see Fliess et al. [6]), with

unmeasured, but observable, flat output x(t).
The control objective is to design an output feedback

control law for the accurate tracking of a reference position

x(t), denoted by x∗(t). For this purpose, differentiators have

been used in the past to estimate the states of the system

from (2). This solution would give satisfactory results in the

absence of noise measurement but, as it turns out, the scheme

is quite sensitive to those uncertainties and it exhibits a lack

of robustness. An alternative approach, presented here, does

not require any differentiations. The measurement noises,

which will be assumed to be zero mean just for simplicity,

undergo iterated integrations and, thus, they are conveniently

attenuated.

III. ALGEBRAIC STATE ESTIMATION

The procedure for the algebraic estimation of the states

of system (1) entitles the construction of an independent set

of, time-varying, linear equations with coefficients given by

suitable iterated integrals (possibly in time-convolution form)

of inputs and outputs. One seeks that the state variables to be

estimated, i.e., x(t) and ẋ(t), conform a subset of the set of

all the required unknowns arising from the involved algebraic

manipulations. In our case, the generated set of unknowns

turn out to include, aside from x(t) and ẋ(t), the initial

conditions: x(0), ẋ(0) and, quite conveniently for control

purposes, the integral of the unknown position variable x(t),
i.e.,

∫ t

0
x(τ)dτ .

In order to generate a sufficient number of independent

linear equations, the use the algebraic derivative method,

introduced in Fliess and Sira-Ramı́rez [8], proves to be highly

convenient. In the frequency domain, this procedure consists

of differentiating with respect to the complex variable s,

as many times as required, the Laplace transformed ex-

pression of either the system equation or of a significantly

related equation (in our particular case, this entitles the

plant equation and the output equation in (1). The aim is

first to eliminate the constant initial conditions that may

appear due to Laplace transformations of time derivatives.

If more equations are necessary one may allow the explicit

presence of initial conditions considering them as additional

unknowns by differentiating a smaller amount of times with

respect to s. Once this is accomplished, one proceeds to

multiplying the resulting expressions by suitable powers of

s−1, so as to eliminate all strictly positive powers of s (which

in the time domain would represent time differentiations) and

obtain only integrations in the time domain. The algebraic

derivative procedure has a counterpart entirely applicable in

the time domain, where the iterated algebraic differentiations

are replaced by direct multiplication by positive powers

of the time variable −t. The multiplication by negative

powers of s in the frequency domain is replaced by iterated

integrations in the time domain. The procedure in the time

domain also advantageously uses integration by parts in

further contributing to the elimination of time differentiations

and initial conditions. The resulting expressions, are valid

over any time interval [0, t] irrespectively of how small this

interval may be.

One starts by directly integrating the measured output

y(t) on the time interval [0, t]. One obtains a first linear

equation involving the unknown velocity state ẋ(t) and its

initial value:
∫ t

0

y(τ)dτ =

∫ t

0

ẍ(τ)dτ = ẋ(t)− ẋ(0). (3)

Multiplying the measured output y(t) by t and integrating

the resulting expression, one obtains a second linear equation

after integration by parts:

∫ t

0

τy(τ)dτ =

∫ t

0

τẍ(τ)dτ = tẋ(t)−

∫ t

0

ẋ(τ)dτ

= tẋ(t)− x(t) + x(0).

(4)

A third linear equation is obtained by multiplying the

measured output by the factor t2 and integrating it just once.

One in led to the following expression after integration by

parts:

∫ t

0

τ2y(τ)dτ =

∫ t

0

τ2ẍ(τ)dτ

= t2ẋ(t)− 2

∫ t

0

τẋ(τ)dτ

= t2ẋ(t)− 2tx(t) + 2

∫ t

0

x(τ)dτ.

(5)

A fourth linear equation is obtained as follows: differenti-

ating, with respect to time, both sides of the plant equation,

(1), one obtains:

ẏ(t) = ay(t) + bẋ(t) + u̇(t).

Multiplying now both sides of this last expression by t

followed by integration by parts over the time interval [0, t]



implies:

ty(t)−

∫ t

0

y(τ)dτ − a

∫ t

0

τy(τ)dτ

− tu(t) +

∫ t

0

u(τ)dτ

= btx(t)− b

∫ t

0

x(τ)dτ.

(6)

The last equation is the plant equation itself, written now,

as follows,

y(t) = aẋ(t) + bx(t) + u(t). (7)

Thus, from equations (1), (3), (4) and (5), and (7), one

ends up with five independent equations in five unknown

variables, lumped in the vector γ(t) defined as:

γ(t) =

(∫ t

0

x(τ)dτ, x(t), ẋ(t), x(0), ẋ(0)

)T

. (8)

In other words, one has a set of linear equations, represented

by:

P (t)γ(t) = q(t), (9)

where:

P (t) =




0 b a 0 0
0 0 1 0 −1
0 −1 t 1 0
2 −2t t2 0 0
−b bt 0 0 0



,

and:

q(t) =




y(t)− u(t)∫ t

0

y(τ)dτ
∫ t

0

τy(τ)dτ
∫ t

0

τ2y(τ)dτ

F (t)




,

where

F (t) = ty(τ) −

∫ t

0

y(τ)dτ − a

∫ t

0

τy(τ)dτ

−tu(t) +

∫ t

0

u(τ)dτ, (10)

which depends on time t, and integral expressions involving

only the measured output, y(t), and the known control input,

u(t). The vector γ(t) is conformed by a superset of the set

of state variables to be estimated.

Notice that the matrix P (t) is singular at time t = 0.

However, this matrix is indeed invertible for any time t ≥
ǫ > 0. the solution for γ(t), is simply obtained by:

γ(t) = P (t)−1q(t), ∀ t ≥ ǫ > 0. (11)

Remark 1: Note that det(P (t)) = −b2t2 which means

that P (t) is invertible for any strictly positive time t provided

the constant parameter, b, is non-zero. This makes perfect

sense since the system is not observable whenever b = 0.

As in the algebraic method for parameter identification,

before time t = ǫ > 0, the estimated states are left to be

undetermined. Therefore, the formula for the estimation of

the states (11) may be used, not from time t = 0, but from a

slightly later time, t = ǫ. The design parameter ǫ being small

and strictly positive. Moreover if t → ∞ then ||P (t)|| → ∞
also while this is not necessary the case for ||q(t)||. The time

t must also be upper bounded. This can be easily solved by

a time reset after a time t = tmax.

Thus, γ̂(t) is estimated as follows:

γ̂(t) =

{
arbitrary for t ∈ [0, ǫ[,
P (t)−1q(t) for t ∈ [ǫ, tmax].

Remark 2: Notice that, even in the low dimensional case

at hand, there is quite some freedom to generate the required

set of independent algebraic linear equations in the five

unknowns constituting the vector γ(t). For a systematic

round down, one may start by first integrating, once, the

output equation y(t) = ẍ(t). Then, proceed to integrate the

same relation, twice. One, thus, obtains two independent

equations. Then, multiplying the same output equation by

t and integrating yields, as explained above, one more

equation. One may, then, multiply the output equation by t2

and integrate it obtaining yet a fourth equation while having

generated, so far, five unknowns. So far the plant equation

has not been touched. This may be handled to additionally

generate one more needed equation. One possibility is to

consider, without integrations, the plant equation written as:

y(t) = aẋ(t) + bx(t) + u(t), which is certainly independent

of the previously generated. Alternatively, one may also

integrate such an equation directly, or to multiply it by t

and integrate. One may also differentiate it first, multiply

it by t and integrate it as it was done above. In summary,

one must algebraically generate an independent set of linear

equations without letting the number of unknowns explode

unnecessarily.

IV. NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS RESULTS

Consider a second order mechanical system consisting of

a spring and a damper attached to a mass which moves along

the direction of the applied force on a frictionless surface.

The dynamics of the system, in which the acceleration rep-

resents the output variable, is given by the set of equations:

mẍ(t) + cẋ(t) + kx(t) = u(t),
y(t) = ẍ(t),

(12)

where the mass m is taken to be m = 1 [kg], the viscous

friction coefficient is c = 2 [N.s.m−1] and the spring constant

k = 4 [N.m−1], x is the position variable, and the measured

output is y(t).
A feedback controller design is readily obtained for the

reference position trajectory tracking task. Denote the desired

position of the mass by x∗(t). If no perturbations are

present, then a classical PID controller plus suitable pre-

compensation may be devised. If, however, the system were

subject to classical additive perturbation inputs then, in gen-

eral, a Generalized Proportional Integral (GPI) controller plus

pre-compensation could be used for the trajectory tracking



task (see [7] for revenant theoretical basis and [18] for some

application of this type of controller). Consider, then, that no

external perturbations are present and devise the following

PID controller:

1

m
u(t) = ẍ∗(t)−

(
k2 −

c

m

)
(ẋ(t)− ẋ∗(t))

−

(
k1 −

k

m

)
(x(t) − x∗(t))

−k0

∫ t

0

(x(τ) − x∗(τ))dτ,

(13)

which can be realized whenever the system parameters and

the state variables x(t), ẋ(t), are known. Choosing appropri-

ate design parameter k2 and k1, k0, the controller guarantees

the exponentially asymptotically stability of the position

reference trajectory tracking error, e(t) = x(t) − x∗(t), in

the closed-loop dynamics :

ë(t) + k2ė(t) + k1e(t) + k0

∫ t

0

e(τ)dτ. (14)

The set of design parameters is chosen so as to render the

closed-loop characteristic polynomial,

p(s) = s3 + k2s
2 + k1s+ k0, (15)

into a Hurwitz polynomial with desirable stable roots in the

left half of the complex plane. The polynomial (15), can be

identified to the general third order characteristic polynomial,

pd(s) = (s2 + 2ζωns+ ω2

n)(s+ p)

= s3 + (p+ 2ζωn)s
2 + (ω2

n + 2ζωnp)s+ ω2

np,

(16)

with ζ being the desired damping coefficient and ωn the

desired natural frequency of the dominant second order

closed loop dynamics.

The proposed controller (13) obviously requires the po-

sition and the velocity variables, x(t) and ẋ(t) which are

not available since only the acceleration ẍ(t) is measured.

Using the algebraic estimation procedure described above in

(11) we can, however, readily estimate the unknown states

to realize the control.

A desired smooth reference trajectory for the position x(t),
is specified during a time interval of the form: [ti, tf ], starting

from a initial position value x∗(ti) and ending at a final

position value x∗(tf ). The smooth trajectory is designed so

that the following eight constraints are satisfied on the initial

and final positions: x∗(ti) = 0, x∗(tf ) = 1, ẋ∗(ti) = 0,

ẋ∗(tf ) = 0, ẍ∗(ti) = 0 and ẍ∗(tf ) = 0). Thus a suitable

Bèzier polynomial could be of degree 7:

x∗(t) = x∗(ti) + (x∗(tf )− x∗(ti))(a0∆(t)7

+a1∆(t)6 + a2∆(t)5 + a3∆(t)4

+a4∆(t)3 + a5∆(t)2 + a6∆(t) + a7,

(17)

where

∆(t) =
t− ti

tf − ti
,

Mass

Spring-Damper

System
PID

Trajectory

Generator

Algebraic

State

Estimator

u(t) y(t)

x̂(t)

ˆ̇x(t)

x∗(t)

ǫ

∫
x̂(t)

Fig. 1. Feedback control via output acceleration feedback and algebraic
state estimation.

and

a0 = 20, a1 = −70, a2 = 84, a3 = −35,
a4 = 0, a5 = 0, a6 = 0, a7 = 0.

Simulations were carried out using the Matlab/Simulink

package. The trajectory tracking objective consists in driving

the mass from an arbitrary initial position x∗(ti) = 0[m]
to a final position x∗(ti) = 1[m]. In order to illustrate the

accuracy of the initial condition estimation performed by the

proposed algebraic estimator, the initial conditions of the

system were chosen to be different from zero: x(0) = 0.1[m]
and ẋ(0) = −0.5[m.s−1]. The PID controller gains: k2 and

k1 and k0 are chosen in correspondence with ζ = 1√
2

, ωn =

20[rad.s−1] and p = ζωn. It is important to point out that the

algebraic estimator does not require any traditional parameter

tuning. The only parameter to be set is the parameter ǫ,

which represents the instant of time after which accurate

estimations become available. We have chosen this parameter

(for the noiseless case) to coincide with the length of the

sampling interval which, in the simulations was taken to

be ǫ = 10−4[s]. The controlled system is depicted Figure

1. Generally speaking, when noise processes are present in

the plant or in the measurements, the parameter ǫ should

be chosen substantially larger in order to allow for a better

signal-to-noise ratio in the right hand side of 11.

A. Estimation in the absence of measurement noise

The simulation results corresponding to the first case

(no measurement noise) are shown in Figure 2. Plot (IV)

depicts the position trajectory response, x(t), along with the

desired reference trajectory x∗(t) and the estimated position.

Plot (V) contains the position estimation error, which is

zero for t ≥ ǫ. The third plot (VI) depicts the trajectory

tracking error for the position variable. As mentioned in the

introduction, the algebraic estimation leads to very fast, on-

line estimation. Similar plots are presented for the integral

of the position variables (plot (I), (II) and (III)), and for the

velocity variables (plot (VII), (VIII) and (IX)) The graph

in plot (X) shows the measured output, i.e., the acceleration.

The initial conditions, x(0) and ẋ(0), are perfectly estimated,

as shown in plots (XI) and (XII).

B. Estimation with measurement noise

Simulations were also carried out to assess the perfor-

mance of the output acceleration feedback scheme when

a measurement noise process is present in the acceleration

measurement. A computer generated stochastic noise process
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Fig. 2. Simulation of the algebraic estimation based output acceleration feedback controller. No output measurement noise.

was added to the measured acceleration. This process was re-

alized as a sequence, with one element at each sampling time,

of zero mean Gaussian distributed random. The variance is

adjusted in such a way that the signal to noise ratio in dB,

i.e., SNR = 10log
10

( ∑
|yi|2∑
|̟i|2

)
, ̟ being the added noise,

corresponds to SNR = 25dB with ǫ equal to 0.05[s]. The

simulation results are shown in Figure 3, in correspondence

with those shown in Figure 2. This set of figures shows that

even in the presence of noise the trajectory tracking is still

satisfactorily accomplished. The noise effect is present at the

beginning of the simulations. However, due the the fact the

the inputs and the outputs are being integrated, these noise

effects are rapidly attenuated. After 0.5 seconds, the noise

has already been considerably reduced. It should nevertheless

be noted that the noise has a little more influence on the

estimation of the initial conditions. Nevertheless, the initial

conditions are still estimated in a quite precise fashion.

V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORKS

Controlling a second order system from acceleration

measurements alone constitutes an important task in some

practical applications of automatic control. Indeed, in many

mechanical systems, accelerometers are the only available

sensing devices for feedback control. This is particularly so

in the control of some unmanned vehicles used in aerospace

and also in some positioning control applications.

In this article, we have proposed a novel approach for

feedback control of second order systems based on the avail-

ability of the acceleration signal alone. The approach uses

model-based algebraic state estimation in a novel fashion. An

illustrative example has been presented based on a simple

second order position mechanical system on which only

the acceleration variable is available for measurement. The

velocity and the position variables are obtainable in a non-

asymptotic fashion, i.e., in an almost instantaneous fashion,

from: the acceleration output signal, the control input signal

and iterated (convolution) integrals of these two variables.

No tuning of gains is required for the proposed linear, fast,

state estimator. Only a time reset is needed to overcome the

sensitivity problems which may be caused by the integration

of the time variable. As a bonus, the initial conditions of the

plant state and the integral of the position variable are also

obtained, substantially easing the implementation of integral

position action in the control loop. The proposed approach

has definite noise processing advantages over schemes based

on dynamical differentiations and it is substantially faster

than those methods based on passivity or energy dissipation

results.

The results of this article have been illustrated via nu-

merical simulations on a second order mass-spring-dumper

system in a position reference trajectory tracking task. A

linear feedback control of the PID type was readily designed

for the feedback purposes on the basis of the obtained

on-line estimates. The simulations have shown excellent

results, even in the presence of measurement noise. We have

confirmed that the estimation is quite fast and it occurs in

a, small, finite amount of time. When measurement noise

is added, the simulations have shown that the noise was

also quickly attenuated by the integration structure present in

the estimator. Finally, using these estimations, the designed

control law exhibits an excellent performance and output

tracking qualities. The tracking error is reasonably small even

in the presence of measurement noises.

The proposed results might be generalized with some addi-

tional efforts. It would be interesting, however, to apply this

algorithm to a larger class of systems. Generally speaking,

algebraic methods for state estimation can be similarly ap-
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Fig. 3. Simulation of the algebraic estimation based output acceleration feedback controller. Measurement output noise included.

plied to the case of additively perturbed systems. Particularly,

in the case of classical additive plant perturbation inputs

(steps, ramps, etc.), some previous algebraic manipulations

are required in order to annihilate the undesired effects of

such perturbations.
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